Interactive Session Plan™

Select team

23 September 2019

Monday Funday Session #3 Dribbling into Space

Coach
5:00-7:00 PM

Warm Up: Gates. Start without ball. Progress into having ball.
Setup: As many gates as needed to accommodate amount of players.
Session: players will do different tasks through gates always looking to
count how many gates they get through. Series of mini competitions.
Always looking to move into space quickly to beat other players to
gates.
Without ball: Run through, jump through, 1 foot hop through, run
backwards through, ﬁgure 8 around gate, shuﬄe through (Pick
according to coordination/skills of players) Who can get the most
Prgression with ball: Dribble through, move of choice through, directed
move through, turning move through, ﬁgure 8 dribble around gate

Technical Development: (15 Minutes)
Each week will require technical development (how to touch the ball) The ﬁrst
week is a bit tedious as most kids won't know the different types of touches but it
is important to set a base for how they start to progress so it is the most
important part of the session.
Layout: Orange cones in a square set up boundaries; blue cones used as
command targets
Activity: Players will dribble around trying different commands. Week 1 introduce
fake and take (hard body fake 1 way, take with outside of foot opposite way),
scissors (draw circle around inside and move to outside of ball) and fake drag
back (Pull push with laces w/ acceleration). On command, all players will dribble
with speed around a blue cone or an orange cone. WEEK 2 NEW MOVE: Stepover
(foot starts outside of ball and draws circle over top followed by an outside of
foot turn) WEEK 3 Roll-Cut (Roll ball across body with quick outside foot cut into
space)
Topics: Proper technique of touch, conﬁdence on ball, speed into space, vision on
the ball.

Dribble in Traﬃc: Dribble through mess of cones, puggs, etc to try and get
across grid. Vision, small dribble touches, look for space, speed of play.
Setup: Cones and puggs everywhere trying to not create any easy lanes (kids
will ﬁnd them so I always have to close any holes that are exposed)
Pinnies/cones are on opposite side (shown as ﬂags)
Session: Players will dribble through cones trying not to hit them trying to get
the pinnies/cones (ﬂags) to bring them back to other side (side 1 to 2 back
to 1) Players will see how many they can bring back to try and win. If a
cone/pugg is hit with the ball, player must do 5/10 toe taps.
Progression #1: Half pinnies/cones (ﬂags) on sides 1 and 2. Teams on each
side will try to see who ends up with most.
Progression #2: 4 teams with equal amounts of pinnies/cones (ﬂags).
Players must dribble through tall ﬂag middle before choosing which side to
take from and bring back to their side.
Winners will be who has most at end of time limit designated by coach.

1 vs. 1 to 2 goals: Implement moves and acceleration into space.
Setup: 4 goals lines by every goal. Orange offense, blue defense. Balls in
center. Shown session is replicated on other side.
Session: Offense will run to middle and turn back into pressure with ball.
As soon as ball is touched, defender comes in. Offender can choose to
go to either goal based on what defender is allowing. Encourage
creativity and looking for open space. If defender wins ball, they can
score as well. Switch offense and defense after balls are all gone.
Progression #1: 2 offenders and 1 defender for a 2 vs. 1.
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